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• CrossCheck powered by iThenticate is an 

initiative started by CrossRef to help its 

members actively engage in efforts to 

prevent scholarly and professional 

plagiarism.



What is DOI?

• DOI = digital object identifier

• Character string used to uniquely identify an 
electronic document.

• Provides a persistent link to its location on 
the internet.

• http://www.doi.org

• The DOI system has been implemented since 
2000.

• Approximately 47 million DOI had been 
assigned by 2011.



DOI names

• For example, in the DOI name 
10.4070/kcj.2011.41.4.175, the 
prefix is 10.4070 and the suffix 
is kcj.2011.41.4.175.

• The “10” part of the prefix 
identifies the DOI registry, and 
the character 4070 in the prefix 
identify the registrant.

• kcj.2011.41.4.175 is the item ID, 
identifying a single object.



DOI names

• Prefix is given by International 

DOI Foundation.

• Suffix is given by a publisher.

• Prefix always starts with “10”.

• “4070” identifies publisher.



What Is CrossRef?

• CrossRef is an official DOI Registration Agency of the 
International DOI Foundation.

• It was launched in early 2000 as a cooperative effort 
among publishers to enable persistent cross-publisher 
citation linking in online academic journals.



CrossRef

• CrossRef is an IDF registration agency for 
scholarly publishers.

• Assign DOI prefixes.

• Accepts DOI deposits for journals, 
conference proceedings and books.

• Holds the metadata associated with DOIs 
and URLs in the central DOI system.

• Provides a retrieval system for the DOIs it 
registers.



The Role of CrossRef

• An infrastructure (backbone) for linking 

citation (references) across publishers.

• CrossRef is not an article database.
1. Dose not aggregate full-text content

2. A system of “distributed aggregation”

3. “Full-text content is linked through a database 

consisting of minimal publisher metadata.



The Impact of CrossRef

• The only full-scale implementation of the 

DOI system to date.

• Covers millions of articles and other 

content items from several hundred 

scholarly and professional publishers.





How can we prevent 

Plagiarism

Multiple submission

Redundant or duplicate publication



Plagiarism

• The unauthorized use or close imitation of 

the language and thoughts of another 

author and the representation of them as 

one's own original work. 





Nature 2008;451:397-399



Between 1 and 2% used 

another’s ideas without 

getting permission or 

giving credit

Carol Anne Meyer, CrossRef



4.7% published the same data or results 

in two or more publications

Carol Anne Meyer, CrossRef



10% or more inappropriately 

assign authorship credit

Carol Anne Meyer, CrossRef



• 2006: CrossRef board raises plagiarism as 

area of concern.

• Late 2007 and early 2008: pilot 

• June 2008: CrossCheck launched.

• Plagiarism detection and screening.





Turnitin by iParadigms 



Core Technology



extract matching 

documents

Needle in the Haystack
Searching the Entire Document

manuscript or 

article submitted 

to iParadigms

computer transforms 
manuscript to digital 

fingerprint

student papers or 

client node

books, journals, 

newspapers

copy of internet

next
slide



Needle in a Haystack

Digital fingerprint of the manuscript/article is 

remapped into a high dimensional space and 

test for clustering



Matching passages 

from millions of Books, 

Journals, Newspapers 

Originality Report

Matching passages from 

12+ billion Internet web 

pages: updated at a rate of 

60-240 million pages/day

Matching passages 

from millions of Student 

Papers or Client Node

Matching passages 

compared to original 

manuscript/article

Create Originality Report Entire 

process: seconds-minutes



Performance Metrics

< 1 min

1-2 min

2-3 min

3-5 min

5-10 min

10-15 min

15-30 min

> 30 min





• iThenticate software that analyzes and 

compares text.

• Database of content to check text against.
Carol Anne Meyer, CrossRef



A Sample of CrossCheck

Member Publishers

• BioMed Central

• Cambridge University Press

• Elsevier

• Nature Publishing Group

• New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM)

• Oxford University Press

• Springer

• Wiley-Blackwell





How Does Crosscheck Work?

Carol Anne Meyer, CrossRef



Plagiarism Detection Process

• A manuscript to check

• Submission to iThenticate Plagiarism 
Checker, breaking into small chunks and 
creating a “fingerprint”

• Searching databases to check the 
matching fingerprints

• Similarity reports showing the “percentage 
overlap”

• Interpretation



Similarity Reports

Carol Anne Meyer, CrossRef



Similarity interpretation

An attempt at plagiarism?

1) Incorrect citation

2) Acceptable or unacceptable “self-plagiarism”

3) Reverse plagiarism (e.g. somebody copied an early 
manuscript and got it published first)

4) Coincidence

5) Acceptable copying?
– Might be honest mechanical error

– Might be ESL researcher using “patch writing”

– Might be ESL researcher unable to distinguish between “homage” 
and plagiarism

– Bibliographies 

– a mathematics paper



Limitations

• Photographs 

• Charts or tables

• Equations

• Database



Who Should Check?

• Author?

• Editoral Staff?

• Reviewer?

• Subject Editor?



CrossCheck Survey
October 2009



CrossCheck Survey
October 2009



Publisher Pilots



Why join?

• Trust

• Deterrence

• Reputation

• Value of the Publishing Process



Deterrence

• Stop people from submitting plagiarized manuscript.

• Stop people from plagiarizing our manuscripts.



CrossCheck Benefits

• Tailored service that includes read-only 

access to the full text of articles in the 

CrossCheck database for comparison 

purposes

• Discounted pricing as compared to using 

iThenticate directly

• CrossCheck community and CrossRef 

support



What Does It Cost?

• CrossCheck fees are in 2 parts

• A per-document checking fee and an annual 
administrative fee.

• Per-document checking fees are paid directly 
to iParadigms (these fees are significantly 
less than those charged by iParadigms
outside of the CrossCheck initiative).

• The annual administrative fee is paid to 
CrossRef and is set at 20% of your CrossRef
annual membership fee.



Per-document Checking Fees

Estimated number of 2011 Synapse articles = 6400



Annual Administrative Fee



How Do Publishers Join 

CrossCheck?

• You must be a CrossRef member.

• You need to fill out an application form and 

sign a license agreement.

• Email documents to 

crosscheck@iparadigms.com



How Do Publishers Join 

CrossCheck?

• You must be a KAMJE member.

• You must be in Synapse Journals.

• You only need to call KAMJE/XMLink.





What is the next step after 

detecting plagiarism
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